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Description:

Prophetic Scriptures Yet to Be Fulfilled reveals the times and purposes of God for His Church and planet Earth.The Church has now entered a
new era of Christianity—the Third Reformation. God fulfilled specific purposes in the First and Second Reformation, likewise a major purpose of
His will be fulfilled in this age.Explained and predicted:• First Reformation — 4 B.C. - A.D. 313• Second Reformation — 1517 - 2007• Third
Reformation — 2008 Revelation 11:15You will learn about the fascinating transformation to the seven mountains of culture and how every nation
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will become either a sheep or a goat nation. In the end, the restoration of all things spoken of by the apostles and prophets will release Jesus to
return and set up His domain over all the earth.

This book explains a lot of church history. It presents a picture of where we are today and and maps out a prophetic future, based on scripture that
is yet to happen.
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0768432006 978-0768432 On the run during her controlling husband, Sara Garret has discovered she's got a spine of 3rd - and she'll do anything
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book today to rock the interview and get your dream Associate Director of Community and Diversity Education Job. -MartinLove in the time of
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